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Vellum Pinstriped Christmas Poinsettia 

                              

Materials Used: 

Sue Wilson Classic Poinsettia Die CED 3008 
Sue Wilson Holly Spray Dies CED 3013 
Stamps to Die For Pinstriped Poinsettia UMS576 
Sue Wilson’s Nordic Trees Embossing Folder EF022 
Tattered Lace Christmas Sentiment Die TTLD096 
Cosmic Shimmer Glitter Jewels Iced Snow 
Versamark Watermark Ink Pad 
Cosmic Shimmer Detail White Embossing Powder 
Pergamano Vellum ½ sheet 
Be Creative Double Sided Tape 5 mm 
Creative Expressions Dries Clear Glue 
Optional:  Red glitter glue, Creative expressions Red Berry 
PVA glue 
Red and White card stock 
Embossing Stylus, foam embossing pad (a computer mouse 
pad will work as well) 
Scissors, Heat Gun,  
Die Cutting Machine 
 

Instructions: 

1. Cut a piece of white card stock that measures 10 x 7 “ and fold in half to create a 5 x 7 “ card. 
2. Using the 5mm Be Creative tape, create a frame around the edge of the front of the card. 
3. Place your card on a piece of copy paper.  Remove the protective layer from the double-sided tape. 
4. Sprinkle the Iced Snow over all of the edges and burnish into the tape using your fingers. 
5. Tap off the excess Iced Snow onto the copy paper.  Fold up into a “V” shape and use as a funnel to 

place the excess ice snot back into the container. 
6. Cut a piece of red card stock to measure 6 3/4 “ x 4 ¾ “. 
7. Emboss the red piece of card stock using the Nordic Trees embossing folder.  You may choose to 

use another embossing folder of your choice. 
8. Attach the red embossed piece of card to the white card centering on the card so the Iced Snow 

frame shows around it. 
9. Die cut one each of the holly sprays, one faces right and the other left.  
10. Holly leaves tend to curl up, so to create more realistic looking holly branches pinch the holly 

leaves from the bottom so the pointed parts of the leaves are raised. 
11. If you would like to add color to the holly berries you can use some red glitter glue or you may 

wish to add dimension by using the Creative expressions PVA glue in Red Berry. The PVA Glue has 
dimension and will appear like berries.  
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12. After the berries have dried, attach the holly branches to the card using dries clear glue. 
13. Cut a piece of A4 vellum in half. 
14. Using the pinstriped poinsettia stamp set, stamp 2 of the largest designs and 2 of the second 

largest designs onto the vellum using a Versamark Watermark Ink pad. 
15. Cover the stamped designs with the Cosmic Shimmer Detail White Embossing powder and tap off 

the excess.  
16. Use a heat tool to heat the embossing powder until it melts. 
17. Die cut the stamped designs using the matching “Classic Poinsettia” Die set. 
18. Pinch each of the petals in half, using the centerline of the stamped image as a guide. Pinching your 

leaves will add dimension to the poinsettia 
19. Create the layered poinsettia flower by gluing the two layers of the same size together using the 

Creative expressions dries clear glue.  Add a drop of glue in the center of the flower and add a stick 
on pearl to the center. 

20. Repeat step #18 for the medium sized poinsettia. 
21. Attach the poinsettia flowers to the card as desired using the dries clear glue. 
22. Die cut the Christmas Sentiment of your choice from the Tattered Lace Christmas Sentiment die 

set and attach using dries clear glue. 
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